
Emergent Tasks at now＝God loved Jew,but not German(2015/08/26,28).

Ⅰ:Recognition on the current deadly situation
If you continue to adhere own works at now,you would be extincted by climate hell.

Because it ‘s your works and life way that has been causing our extinction by mass CO2

emission.The you never fail,but ask “how to survive without my works,tell me what to do??”

Ⅱ:Possible Salvation Operation
After all,very coarsely to tell,we should turn back to era of agriculture society.

We all should be farmer soldier to save foods without CO2 emission.Some should be

technical soldier to implement Geo-Engineering to mend broken climate .

http://www.777true.net/We-have-already-gotten-technical-tools-to-intercept-climate-hell.pdf

http://www.777true.net/We-have-already-gotten-technical-tools-to-intercept-climate-hell.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf

Ⅲ:Who has been intercepting political transition from deadly now to possible salvation.

Those are facts hiding and global insidious interference on those who wish to tell fact

Those are due to will of the minor,but strongest wealthy and noble ruler(Bilderberg).

⑴The supreme deceptions in climate science and so on.
⒜Unless emergent 80%CO2 cut and Arctic Cooling engineering,we could be saved..

IPCC operated by EXXON-MOBIL(Rockefeller) will not disclose the both facts.

http://www.777true.net/IPCC-the-injustice.pdf

http://www.777true.net/The-fatal-failure-of-IPCC-climatology_Why-is-IPCC-impossible.pdf

☞:It may be their substantial suicide that scientists could not tell scientific facts.Or it might

be caused from their mistakes to consider no salvation policy and no technology.Someone

actually confessed that it is too outrageously inconvenient for the current regime of

massive oil consumption society to inhibit oil consuming. It is too big to fail !!!.

However this opinion is entirely upside down !!!.Note even some scientists could not imagine

coming climate hell world.Because nothing could be too big ,but than our extinction !!!.
Or it might be caused from insidious threaten to their professional position in research

institution.

☞:Note a scientist may be an expert for own specialized field,however their opinion some

time seem to be not correct in the other fields.In now world,they are rare who could be

generalists.Climate policy(＝the supreme problem of to survive or not) could not be

only climate science,but need very wide and vast science,technology and philosophy.

⒝Deadly collapsed commercial media hiding possibility of climate hell world.
It is so to say a media-academy complex hiding fatal climate facts

Who could be teachers on facts after school graduation ??

http://www.777true.net/We-have-already-gotten-technical-tools-to-intercept-climate-hell.pdf
http://www.777true.net/We-have-already-gotten-technical-tools-to-intercept-climate-hell.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf
http://www.777true.net/IPCC-the-injustice.pdf
http://www.777true.net/The-fatal-failure-of-IPCC-climatology_Why-is-IPCC-impossible.pdf


⑵Who has been intercepting political transition
from deadly now state to possible relieved future ??.

It’s global insidious interference on those who wish to tell fact and act for fixing.Coarsely to

tell,authors conclusion is secret global NAZIS connections from USA.Their unite were

created by strong hatred against historical and international religious Jew due to twice
times war defeating in world war the 1st and 2nd. God loved Jew,but not German !!.
Their kernel may be German with followers.Their purpose is keeping Rockefeller global

ruling empire for their own benefits.

☞:Disclosing who’s responsibility is necessary to accomplish purpose.For example,we
never could mending trouble without finding original trouble source.Thereby author

dare to tell who is responsible for troubles.In authors experience,one of the most lamentable

is noticing betrayals of scientists.They has been still hiding the most important scientific

facts which could deeply connect with our way of life.Then note it is anonymous ensemble,
but not named individual who cause irresponsibility.

The physical society of Japan,USA,and Europe(the world).
IPCC climate science group of few thousand global scientists.
http://www.777true.net/Math-Physical-Science-Library-List-in-777true.net.pdf

⒜Japan and Germany the past(now?!) military allied nations.

Author is Japanese whose nation was once allied with NAZIS Germany.It is not so curious

that Japanese and German has been sympathetic for each other by common war defeated

nation.After the war,the most influence foreign nation may be USA.However Germany has

been almost invisible,but deeply being connected to some Japanese.Thanks to them,in

Japan,so called anti-Jew opinions are not rare.Then who taught them ?.In university,the

most popular 2nd foreign language is German which is almost non utilizable.The most

imported car is made in Germany.Soccer business has strong tie with Germany.

Author was once engineer in (Yokogawa)Hewlett Packard in Japan and met 3 foreigners.

at there.Their name were all German origin.Osaka in Japan is a politically singular region

where right wings are stronger(conservative).People in Osaka are rather clever and

confident,so ruler may fear for their political awaking. That is,political manipulation(by

CIA) against Osaka may be stronger than any other region.Then sometime author notice

German connection in Osaka people.Osaka opinion leaders is stronger for anti-Jew.

Also Kyoto and Hiroshima might be German connection ?.

*Once NAZIS hated Christian-ism due to Jew and was friendly with Buddhism without God.

http://www.777true.net/Math-Physical-Science-Library-List-in-777true.net.pdf


⒝America now is almost German ruling nation ??!!<sheeple become robots>
God loved Jew,but not German !!??. This is the problem destine mankind future.

http://www.777true.net/Liberation-Theology-the-Historical-Validities.pdf

If German American could turn their delusion,the global revolution could be possible.

The mankind destiny would depend on their will.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/German_American

German American is the largest ancestry group in the United States.Rockefeller the

American empire is German origin. Bill Gates the soft ware ruling empire .Von Brown the

Rocket engineer for the military industry complex,By careful observation on various fields

in USA,you could find German American ruling at anywhere in administrations,journal,

science,technology and business .America is invisible TOTALITARIANISM nation where

many things are insidiously manipulated(operated) by an organized will<Why can such you

not American tell so ?,see ☞>.Following are ideology of the skull and bones.

＊HEGEL AND TOTALITARIANISM THE CULT OF STATE POWER

http://www.worldfuturefund.org/wffmaster/Reading/Quotes/hegelnew.htm

PRIMACY OF THE STATE VS. THE INDIVIDUAL

"In civilized nations, true bravery consists in the readiness to give oneself wholly to the

service of the State so that the individual counts but as one among many. Not personal

valor alone is significant; the important aspect lies in self-subordination to the universal

cause." "A single person, it hardly needs saying, is something subordinate,

and as such he must dedicate himself to the ethical whole [this whole being the Nation]

☞:Once author was employee of (Yokogawa)Hewlett Packard Co where he met

psychological operation due to communist doubt.Then people(not only company men)

around him played actors manipulated by a scenario for indicating him a certain unified will.

After the war,totally organized CIA networks with anti-communism ideology were

established in Japan,which had invaded every field of business,education,administration

and various regional orgs with police. → ⒞❺

⒞USA the NAZIS reincarnated nation: the past history.
❶1917 the Russian Revolution.Following summary is by author Suzuki.

NONE DARE CALL IT CONSPIRACY 1971 by Gary Allen

http://www.whale.to/b/allen_b1.html

Rockefeller assisted Bolshevik Revolution in order to make out side enemy

for the aim of establishing Capitalism ally against the Communism ,

“Set up enemy for keeping perpetual struggle toward hegemony winning” ......Hoegell

Philosophy.

http://www.777true.net/Liberation-Theology-the-Historical-Validities.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/German_American
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ethnic_groups_in_the_United_States
http://www.worldfuturefund.org/wffmaster/Reading/Quotes/hegelnew.htm
http://www.whale.to/b/allen_h.html
http://www.whale.to/b/allen_b1.html


❷1929 the Great Depression.
Stocks had become wastepaper,and someone collected those to establish coming empire.

On the other hand,the depression accelerated leftists movement due to mass jobless.

❸NAZIS the anti-Jew Machine.
WALL STREET AND THE RISE OF HITLER By Antony C. Sutton

http://www.reformation.org/wall-st-hitler.html

Worry of person at top position(imperial,nobility)is his status decline by his enemy,

which was to grow a strong,but invisible persecution delusion toward historical plots.

Rockefeller assisted NAZIS Revolution in order to defeat Jew the revolutionalists

Bush Family Funded Adolf Hitler <Bush family is member of the skull & bones>.

http://www.georgwalkerbush.net/bushfamilyfundedhitler.htm

❹America the NAZIS reincarnated nation.
Operation Paperclip<foundation of the military industry complex>

http://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/jsource/ww2/OperationPaperclip.html

Operation Paperclip (originally Operation Overcast) was the Office of Strategic Services

(OSS) program in which over 1,500 German scientists, technicians, and engineers from

Nazi Germany and other foreign countries were brought to the ...
Archive for the ‘Military Industrial Complex’ Category
http://truth11.com/category/military-industrial-complex/

US Driven By Nazi War Machine By Finian Cunningham
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article34946.htm

Operation Nazification – U.S. Military Hired Sixteen Hundred Nazi Scientists and Doctors

http://www.globalresearch.ca/operation-nazification-u-s-military-hired-sixteen-hundred-nazi-

scientists-and-doctors/5369981

THE UNDERGROUND NAZI INVASION OF THE UNITED STATES
http://gehlen.greyfalcon.us/underground.html

❺Dwight D. Eisenhower Farewell Address delivered 17 January 1961

http://www.americanrhetoric.com/speeches/dwightdeisenhowerfarewell.html

.........................

Progress toward these noble goals is persistently threatened by the conflict now engulfing

the world. It commands our whole attention, absorbs our very beings. We face a hostile

ideology global in scope, atheistic in character, ruthless in purpose, and insidious

in method. ................. the military industry complex revealed by Eisenhower .

http://www.reformation.org/wall-st-hitler.html
http://www.georgewalkerbush.net/bushfamilyfundedhitler.htm
http://www.georgwalkerbush.net/bushfamilyfundedhitler.htm
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http://www.globalresearch.ca/operation-nazification-u-s-military-hired-sixteen-hundred-nazi-scientists-and-doctors/5369981
http://www.globalresearch.ca/operation-nazification-u-s-military-hired-sixteen-hundred-nazi-scientists-and-doctors/5369981
http://gehlen.greyfalcon.us/underground.html
http://www.americanrhetoric.com/speeches/dwightdeisenhowerfarewell.html


➏Operation EndGame
⒜Operation ENDGAME.
http://www.endgamethemovie.com/

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-CrNlilZho

For the New World Order, a world government is just the beginning. Once in place they can

engage their plan to exterminate 80% of the world's population, while enabling the "elites" to

live forever with the aid of advanced technology. For the first time, crusading filmmaker

ALEX JONES reveals their secret plan for humanity's extermination: Operation ENDGAME.

⒝The Bilderberg Plan to Obliterate Humanity(Pakalertpress,us)13.02.2014

http://www.pakalertpress.com/2014/02/11/the-bilderberg-plan-to-obliterate-humanity/

.................................

⒞The 9/11 and perpetual false flag wars in Middle East and Ukraine.
http://www.777true.net/Oil-and-Military-the-Deathperate-Industry-has-been-causing-the-world-

desperate.pdf

By the outrageous outlaw of 9/11 US special troop inside job,but not Muslim criminal,

USA and the world had become known terrible fact of military industry complex criminal,but

silent and paralyzed without action against the unprecedented injustice.Especially brutality

& cruelty of ISIS(ISIL)is outstanding,which are made in evil USA who want perpetual war.

http://www.globalresearch.ca/isis-made-in-usa-iraq-geopolitical-arsonists-seek-to-burn-regi

on/5387475

Thus world had become paralyzed for injustices by the damned NAZIS USA deeds.

⒟Possibility of world nuclear war the 3rd
http://www.777true.net/Mutual-Assured-Destruction-Principle.pdf

Note both USA and Russia are big oil company(Gazprom and EXXON MOBIL)nation

Thus any ⒜⒝⒞⒟⒠ are all dire sign of own perishing without God(the righteous order).
Certainly We have been facing a hostile ideology global in scope, atheistic in

character, ruthless in purpose, and insidious in method.

http://www.endgamethemovie.com/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-CrNlilZho
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⑶God loved Jew,but not German !!??. This is the problem destine mankind future.

So far authors inverstigation,silent,but desperate them has been trying sucide ??!!

http://www.777true.net/It-is-us-who-are-on-the-GermanWings-Airbus-A320-whose-door-is-firmly-locked.pdf

Eisenhower was German American and respected by his farewell address(prediction

on military industry complex).There may be an unfavorable German empire in USA.

Now German American has been his invisible,but strong tools in empire ruling.Their silent

solidarity motive is due to strong complex by the twice times war defeating and by historical

outstanding abilities of Jew.They consider history was conspired by Jew.Above all,they hate

Jew because God loved Jew,while themselves German were not. loved.They consider so.

Review on German and American history,there are evident aspects of race damned.

Above all,German deed on holocaust against Jew is nothing,but something damned.

Especially exploitation and cruel ruling on South-America after the war and on recent years

Middle East by USA with CIA are remarkable.It may need outrageous volume to describe

details of America’s brutal crimes for other nations.

http://www.777true.net/Opting-big-hell-of-all-in-long-term-for-evading-elite_s-small-hell-at-now.pdf

⒜German is cautious and nervous for who are different from them(homogeneous orient～
strong racist tendency),while French or Italian are generous for something exotic(the

success of Roman empire employed commanders of that local regions).In history,German

are the last emigrant race,which means deficit of cooperation with others<schizophrenia>.

Extreme egocentricism(for example,America is exceptional nation due to delusional

dream,but not exact reality) without care on different people has been the cause of troubles.

⒝monarchism by violence ruling.
Themselves are good at becoming fighter by making strong unite under a strong

ruler<monarchism> by setting enemy outside. King may be due to killing

⒞Liberation from barbarianism(violence ruling) by establishing religion(Jew).
Jew were liberated from slave in Egypt monarchy regime to establish Judaism.
Origin of Judaism is due to Moses the 10 commandment<ban on violence>.

Jesus Christ in in Judaism initiated teach of {justice,truth,philanthropy}toward co-live

not only for Jew,but also for all races.It is liberation theology(＝peoples equality in God)
against brutal monarchism<＝class struggle>

⒟Non-violence(Moses 10 commandment-Christian) vs Violence(monarchism）.
Monarchy regime were established by violence,while Christian-ism endeavored making

social order without violence,but with {justice,truth,philanthropy}.

http://www.777true.net/It-is-us-who-are-on-the-GermanWings-Airbus-A320-whose-door-is-firmly-locked.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Opting-big-hell-of-all-in-long-term-for-evading-elite_s-small-hell-at-now.pdf


⒠Above mentioned factors ⒞⒟ by Jew shall be against monarchism(especially German)

However endeavor for democrat revolution against monarchism by Christianism could not

succeed.And compromise were made between monarchism and Christian

“The Christian religion was intended to be a political revolution which, when it failed,

became a moral one later on” ......J.W.Goethe.

⒡In modern era of French Revolution,Jew was to be liberated from slaver status. In stead

of Christianism,Marxism began trying to liberate people from slaver .Then once again

capitalists the new monarchy became worry on the movement<＝class struggle>.

⒢NAZIS the anti-Jew machine was established by the capitalist<⑵⒞❸❹>.
After all,German the right wing had done as anti-revolution.At now German the right wing

once again will have done as anti-revolution.They have been being dogs of capitalists.

⒣Mending deadly Climate Change needs emergent global revolution,

while German(American)with Rockefeller has been doing as anti-revolution.

http://www.777true.net/IPCC-the-injustice.pdf

☞:In the movie JFK,Mr X disclosed the organized conspiracy by the military industry

complex with CIA.Those are almost inheritance of NAZIS Germany(op paperclip).

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BFKlfr_skew

☞:It is famous that UN building land was donated by Rockefeller.In authors view,almost

also UN organizations are connecting the emperor’s will.The proof is your work.

☞:Bilderberg’s substantial boss may be Rockefeller,so European elites were his

subordinates.

☞:IPCC of UN was given Nobel Prize,however they are the most dangerous liars.Thus

Nobel prize could be effective deception to rule people by the authority,

but not by scientific fact. Also Sweden(imprisoned Julian Assange the wikileaks)

may be ruled by Bilderberg.

http://www.777true.net/Troublesome-Illusion-of-Elementary-Particle-Physics.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Math-Physical-Science-Library-List-in-777true.net.pdf

⒤According to Al Qur’an,God was equally generous for all races and sent holy messengers.

Author think J.W.Goethe may be the holy messengers for German.He was evidently theist!

http://www.777true.net/IPCC-the-injustice.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BFKlfr_skew
http://www.777true.net/Troublesome-Illusion-of-Elementary-Particle-Physics.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Math-Physical-Science-Library-List-in-777true.net.pdf


⒥Note GDP1-2-3 nations are USA,China,and Japan.Author consider those nations are

anti-God nations who has been accelerating global extinction in climate change.

Author also think collapsed China and Japan are Godless nations,however once they

got chance to be given message from the holy messengers.

Those who follows heavenly will do politics by justice,

while who not do politics by force. ........... Modi ancient Chinese Philosopher

Mohism
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mohism

Those who pray own stability must pray whole stability at first............Nichiren

⒦The Damned (1969 film)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XtMocFKzwxY

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Damned_(1969_film)

APPENDIX_1:Religion as exact Science.
http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf

For most of long his life,author had been atheist .But finding almighty logic of quantum

vacuum had decisively turned him.At that time,author’s the most agony was evil politics

ruling.Then by reading the Bible and Al Qur'an,he could get some important relief.

It is very simple,but exact teach of justice,truth,philanthropy( God).In other world,now

secular world has been being ruled by Satan(injustice,lie,hatred toward chaos). Those

are just prophesied by the holy scriptures.Religion is political and logically genuine !!.

Then he observed the established religion societies,and foud them too conservative

due to long historical formalization.Now he wish their taking global solidarity policy of

fighting religion against the wrong ruling world<Liberation Theology>. Especially the

climate change has been becoming fatal,which would need global revolution. God don’t

want coming doomsday,but realizing our massive repentance

APPENDIX_2:A key in innovation is abandoning......P.Drucker

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mohism
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XtMocFKzwxY
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Damned_(1969_film)
http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf


APPENDIX_3:Israel has been surviving by accepting all hatred against them.

<<historical class struggles and the destiny of Jews in the upside down world>

http://www.777true.net/Essentia-Criminal-for-Causing-the-Massive-Palestinian-Refugee-isEUR

OPE-USA.pdf

Telling from historical summary,Jewish people were messengers for liberating mankind from

ancient barbarianism ruling with violence without law ruling toward democracy of justice,

truth and philanthropy(God).These are religious teach of Moses ten commandment,

Judaism, Christianism and Islamism.These excellent teach had been welcomed in many

peoples.On the other hand,as the consequence,they had become hated by nobility

hereditary rulers in WEST feudalism and militarism nations. This hatred is nothing,but the

origin of right wing who have been against Jews the outstanding revolutional ability in

every field in the upside down WEST.The last decisive and brutal persecution on them was

that by NAZIS. NAZIS was founded by the USA oligarchy in order to perish Jews !!.

The Ghost of NAZIS.

http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorA6F_hc/_floorA6F_hc.html

NAZIS's madness

http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/_floorB1F_nazis_X.html

As the consequence,establishing Israel was initiated and to cause todays perpetual dispute

between Palestine.After all,Israeli of today was destined to dispute with Muslim nations, which

has been proxy wars by hidden West who has been hating also Islamism and

stealing oil and etc resources in Africa.That is, Israeli had been trapped in the worst hell.

Now they has been surviving by accepting all hatred against them with aid of NAZIS

reincarnated in USA the most upside down nation.

http://www.globalresearch.ca/netanyahu-kills-palestinian-children-israel-bombs-gaza-childr

ens-hospital/5393292

Netanyahu’s killing Palestinian children may be an indication of Israeli desperate situation.

http://dissidentvoice.org/2014/07/on-israeli-defeat-and-the-future-of-jewish-politics/

Israel can not solve its problems by military means. The situation is desperate for the

Israelis.They have started to realize that they are stuck within a political, ideological and cultural

stalemate. Israel is unable to conjure an image of a resolution. There is no prospect of future for

the Jewish State.The desperate fights between theists(Israel and Muslim nations)is insidious

trap by WEST.Final relief for both Israeli and Palestine(Muslim nations) is to notice real their

common enemy(the atheists)to stop barren and absurd long disputes by anymore and to debate

toward solution for real common liberation to co-live(for theists)

http://www.777true.net/Essentia-Criminal-for-Causing-the-Massive-Palestinian-Refugee-isEUROPE-USA.pdf
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